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ABSTRACT: We discuss the relationship between (a) electromagnetic
masking or cloaking of objects produced by some metamaterial blue-
prints and (b) some invariances of Maxwell equations obviated by means of
differential forms (exterior calculus). © 2007 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
Microwave Opt Technol Lett 49: 2051–2053, 2007; Published online in
Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com). DOI 10.1002/mop.
22640
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been recently shown that it is in principle possible to achieve
(under certain idealized conditions) electro-magnetic cloaking of
objects by using metamaterial coatings with properly designed
constitutive parameters [1]. The basic feature underlying this re-
markable possibility is the invariance of Maxwell equations under
diffeomorphisms (metric invariance) [1–5], i.e., the fact that a
change on the metric of space can be mimicked by a proper change
of the constitutive tensors. In this work, we discuss how this
feature of Maxwell equations is obviated using differential forms
and the exterior calculus framework [3, 5–14]. We then illustrate
how this feature also allows for generic masking of objects (again,
under idealized conditions) via appropriate metamaterial coatings.

2. MAXWELL EQUATIONS AND DIFFERENTIAL FORMS

In terms of differential forms, Maxwell equations in four-dimen-
sional spacetime write in a very concise manner as [6]

dF � 0

d � F � J (1)

where d is the four-dimensional exterior derivative, F is the elec-
tromagnetic strength 2-form, J is the source density 3-form, and *
is the four-dimensional Hodge star operator. By performing a 3 �
1 splitting and treating time as a parameter, we can write F in terms
of the electric field intensity 1-form E and the magnetic flux
density 2-form B, and write J in terms of the (electric) current
density 2-form J and the (electric) charge density 3-form � as

F � E � dt � B,

J � P � J � dt. (2)

where, d is the three-dimensional (spatial) exterior derivative, and
� is the exterior product. The exterior derivatives d and d are
both metric-free and nilpotent, and related through

d � d � dt �
�

�t
.

It is interesting to note that the nilpotency of d implies dJ � 0,
a statement of charge conservation.

On each spatial slice, three-dimensional (spatial) Hodge star
operators �� and �� can be defined such that [9], [10]

B � ��H,

D � ��E, (3)

where D is the electric flux density (twisted) 2-form, and H is the
magnetic field intensity (twisted) 1-form. In terms of �� and ��, the
four-dimensional Hodge * can be written as

G � �F � � ��
�1B � dt � ��E � � H � dt � D.

From dF � 0, we obtain

�d � dt �
�

�t� �B � E � dt� � 0,

and hence

dB � �dE �
�B

�t � � dt � 0. (4)

Moreover, from dG � d * F � J, we have

�d � dt �
�

�t� �D � H � dt� � � � J � dt,

and hence

�dD � �� � � J � dH �
�D

�t � � dt � 0 (5)

From (4) and (5), Maxwell equations in 3 � 1 dimensions can be
decomposed as [5]

dE � �
�B

�t
,

dB � 0,

dH �
�D

�t
� J,

dD � �, (6)

where the only spatial operator present is d. When applied to 0-, 1-, or
2-forms, respectively, d is equivalent to the more familiar grad, curl,
and div operators of vector calculus, distilled from their metric struc-
ture. Indeed, since d is metric-free, none of the equations in (6) depend
on the metric of space (i.e., they are invariant under diffeomorphisms)
[5]. All metric information is incorporated into the spatial-slice con-
stitutive Eq. (3) that map 1-forms into 2-forms in 3-space [more
generally, Hodge operators map p-forms into (n � p)-forms in n-
space] together with the material properties.

3. DIFFEOMORPHISMS ON THE METRIC OF SPACE

Under a differentiable but otherwise generic transformation (dif-
feomorphism) on the metric of space,

g � g̃,
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the spatial-slice constitutive equations transform to

B � �̃�H,

D � �̃�E. (7)

In other words, by using differential forms, a change on the
metric is manifestly equivalent to a change on the material prop-
erties of the medium, now encoded by �̃� and �̃�. This is to say
that, for a given (doubly anisotropic, for generality) medium with
constitutive tensors [�] and [�], either one of the transformations

����,���,g� � ����,���,g̃�
����,���,g� � ���̃�,��̃�,g� (8)

where ��̃� and ��̃� are new particular constitutive tensors, produce
the same differential form solutions, as illustrated by the diagram
in Figure 1. In terms of vector fields, either of these two transfor-
mations produce the same field distributions outside the region
affected by the diffeomorphism g � g̃ and up to a scale factor
inside that region [15]. More specifically, an arbitrary diffeomor-
phism on the metric g � g̃ can be described by a differentiable
coordinate transformation (u1, u2, u3) � �ũ1, ũ2, ũ3� with [S] as the
Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives, Sij � �ui/�ũj.

For an original medium with constitutive tensors [�] and [�],
this transformation on the metric produces identical differential
form solutions as those resulting from the following transforma-
tion on the constitutive tensors [15, 16]

��̃� � �det�S���1�S� � ��� � �S�T,

��̃� � �det�S���1�S� � ��� � �S�T, (9)

since the same Hodge operators �̃� and �̃� are recovered. The
differentiability of the coordinate transformation implies continu-
ity of [S]. This in turns implies that the intrinsic impedance is not
changed, akin to a PML transformation [15].

4. HODGE OPERATORS AND MASKING BLUEPRINTS

Using the above properties, metamaterial blueprints that produce
electromagnetic masking of objects can be derived in a systematic

fashion. The term masking denotes here the use of a metamaterial
blueprint for coating a physical scatterer S0 so that the resulting
scattered field (from the coated object) becomes identical to that
from a different (noncoated) scatterer S1 (mask). In the case of a
zero volume mask, masking recovers cloaking [1]. This is illus-
trated in Figure 2.

One example of such masking where a closed-form expression for
the final metamaterial blueprints has been derived in [17]. In that case,
a convex PEC object S0 with surface radii of curvature in the range r
�[rm, rM], with rM 	 rm, is coated by a metamaterial blueprint of
uniform thickness 
 such that the resulting scattered field becomes
identical to that of a (noncoated) PEC S1 in a isotropic medium with
constitutive parameters � and � having radii of curvature in the range
r � [0, rM � rm]. At any point p at the boundary of S0, one can define
orthonormal vectors û1, û2, n̂, where û1 and û2 are tangent along the
principal lines of curvature, and n̂ � û1 � û2 is outward normal. The
local tangential coordinates are denoted as �1, �2 and the normal
coordinate is , with  � 0 parametrizing the surface of S0 itself. If
the principal radii of curvature at p are given by rs1 and rs2, then at a
point p� along  for fixed ��1,�2�, the radii of curvature of parallel
surfaces are ri(�1, �2, ) � rsi(�1, �2) � , i � 1, 2. In particular, the
radii of curvature at a point p� on the surface of the mask S1 are r0i(�1,
�2), i � 1, 2, with r0i(�1, �2) � rsi(�1, �2) � rm, and rm � minp[rs1(p),
rs2(p)]. The required diffeomorphism on the metric for this case is
represented by the map M:  � [�rm,
] � ̃ � [0,
], ̃ �3M()
� 
(rm � )/(rm � 
) (for  	 
, we have ̃ � ) [17]. The
metamaterial coating that results is an inhomogeneous and anisotropic
material blueprint with constitutive tensors [�̃] � �[
], [�̃] � �[
]
where

�
���1,�2,� � û1û1

1

s

h̃1h2

h1h̃2
� û2û2

1

s

h1h̃2

h̃1h2
� n̂n̂s

h1h2

h̃1h̃2
, (10)

where hi � rsi
�1(rsi � ) and h̃i � rsi

�1(rsi � ̃), i � 1, 2, and s

� �̃/� � 
/�rm � 
� [17]. The derivation of this metamaterial
blueprint has close analogy with the derivation of Maxwellian
perfectly matched layers (PMLs) for conformal boundaries [18].
This is because the latter can be derived in the various coordinate
systems by applying a complex coordinate stretching (i.e., com-
plexification on the metric of space) and the above metric invari-
ance [10, 18].

As another example, conformal maps [19] are a class of dif-
feomorphic maps that preserve both orthogonality of coordinates
and isotropy of the (transformed) constitutive parameters. In this
case, g � g̃ � ��u�g, such that �(u) is a strictly positive scalar

Figure 1 Decomposition of 3 � 1 Maxwell equations into a topological
part (top four equations) and a metric part (boxed equations), obviated by
using differential forms. Under diffeomorphisms, the metric tensor g gets
mapped to g̃. This can be translated to a modification in the Hodge
operators �� and ��, which can be made equivalent to a change on the
(spatial-slice) constitutive properties of the underlying medium: ��� � ��̃�
and ��� � ��̃�

Figure 2 By coating an arbitrary PEC scatterer S0 (at the left) with a
properly designed masking metamaterial the scattered field becomes equal
to that of a (mask) object S1 (at the right) in the region outside the dashed
curve. If the mask is a zero volume object, cloaking is produced
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function of position. In an orthogonal system (u1, u2, u3) it then
follows that Sij � 
ij/�� (where 
ij is the Kronecker delta). Using
(9), one can then write:

��̃� � �����,

��̃� � �����. (11)

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have used the differential forms (exterior calculus) framework to
provide an unified analysis of the derivation of metamaterial blue-
prints for cloaking and masking of electromagnetic scatterers. Differ-
ential forms are quite suited for this purpose because they factorize
Maxwell equations into a metric part and a (purely) tological part, and
hence obviate the invariance of topological part under diffeomor-
phisms on the metric of space. The discussion has been restricted to
the material blueprint level only [20]. Issues about the realizability
and limitations on manufacturability of such metamaterials have not
been addressed here. This is briefly touched upon elsewhere [1, 20].
The realization and experimental evaluation of approximate cloaks
have been considered in [21].
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